In semiconductor manufacturing, all up-to-date tool commonality analysis (TCA) algorithms for yield diagnosis are based on greedy search strategies, which are naturally poor in identifying combinational factors. When the root cause of product yield loss is tool combination instead of a single tool, the greedysearch-oriented TCA algorithm usually results in both high false and high miss identification rates. As the feature size of semiconductor devices continuously shrinks down, the problem induced by greedy-searchoriented TCA algorithm becomes severer because the total number of tools is getting large and product yield loss is more likely caused by a specific tool combination. To cope with the tool combination problem, a new TCA algorithm based on Gibbs Sampler, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) stochastic search technique, is proposed in this paper. Simulation and field data validation results show that the proposed TCA algorithm performs well in identifying the ill tool combination.
INTRODUCTION
In semiconductor manufacturing, there are hundreds of processing steps with multiple tools at most steps. Any tool excursion in a processing step may result in product yield loss and decrease manufacturing profit. Though various in-line inspections are established to monitor individual tools, it is not guaranteed to successfully isolate all the root causes of product yield loss (Leachman and Ding 2011) . Some tool excursions relative to yield loss cannot be identified by in-line inspections but are only observable through endof-line tests such as electrical test (E-test) and circuit probing (CP) test. Once an end-of-line yield loss event is detected, how to effectively identify a specific tool excursion from hundreds of processing steps as the root cause is a permanent challenge to a modern semiconductor manufacturing fab.
Tool commonality analysis (TCA) is an immerging topic for the effective identification of tool excursions using end-of-line yield data. Given a yield loss event with affected wafer yield and associated tool usage data, TCA iteratively conducts statistics hypotheses on individual tools in each processing step and pinpoints which tool may cause the product yield loss. The output of TCA is a ranking list of suspected tools based on their contributions to product yield loss from statistical perspective. Due to the fact that diagnosis of product yield loss with respect to tool excursions relates to several departments, the soundness of TCA has a high impact on the effectiveness of cross-department yield diagnosis, which further relates to the competitive advantage of a semiconductor manufacturing fab.
However, in industry TCA practice, the root cause of product yield loss usually does not receive top rank orders. One of the reasons is that all up-to-date TCA algorithms are based on greedy search strategies, which are naturally poor in identifying combinational factors. When the root cause of product yield loss is tool combination instead of a single tool, the greedy-search-oriented TCA algorithm usually results in both high false and high miss identification rates. Incorrect identification of root cause not only loses engineer's trust on TCA but also delays the process improvement opportunity. As the feature size of sem-978-1-4673-4780-8/12/$31.00 ©2012 IEEE iconductor devices continuously shrinks down, the problem induced by greedy-search-oriented TCA algorithm becomes severer because the total number of tools is getting large and product yield loss is more likely caused by a specific tool combination.
To cope with the tool combination problem, a new TCA algorithm based on Gibbs Sampler, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) stochastic search technique, is proposed in this paper. In specific, a tool health indicator with binary value is defined for each tool to determine if it should be involved in the tool combination as root cause. Instead of conducting exhausted search on the whole space, an indirect sampling approach statistically traversing the whole space is applied in the Gibbs Sampler to find the combinations of tool health indicators that explains the product yield loss with maximum joint probability. With the Gibbs Sampler, the computation complexity is expected to reduce from O(2 n ) to about O(n 2 ), where n is the number of tools.
The proposed TCA method has a direct benefit to reduce both the miss-identification and falseidentification rates, whereas maintain the high computation efficiency at the same time. An indirect benefit of the proposed TCA method is that it enables the effectiveness of cross-department yield diagnosis, which further enhances the competitive advantage of a semiconductor manufacturing fab.
LITERATURE SURVEY
The formal term of TCA for semiconductor manufacturing yield diagnosis is first proposed by Kong (2002) . He indicates that as the complexity of process and the number of process steps increase, it is definitely a very challenging task to pin point which tool is the source of problem and at which process step it occurs. Kong (2002) discusses and summarizes the critical elements of successful TCA, including sample size selection, raw data classification, statistical analysis, time series and analysis of tools with multiple entry points within the same process flow. His analysis is successfully applied on yield enhancement effort in an advanced volume manufacturing fab. However, his fundamental assumption of TCA is that a single processing equipment tool excursion resulted in yield lost of multiple semiconductor wafer lots. The case of tool combination resulted in yield loss is not addressed in Kong (2002) . McCray et al. (2005) points out that analysis of variance (ANOVA) is widely applied to TCA, which consists of conducting a series of hypothesis tests at each processing step. Their research first highlights that the intuitive conduction of ANOVA on each processing step may lead to excessive false alarms and limited sensitivity. They describe how the TCA problem can be framed as a subset selection problem, and specifically indicate that non-uniform tool usage and transition probabilities can cause these subsets from different steps to have significant overlap. They show that non-uniform tool usage and transition probabilities make subsets from different steps less statistically distinguishable. Two TCA methods based on stepwise regression to solve the distinguishable problem are therefore proposed. Vries and Chandon (2007) further study the performance of nonparametric ANOVA using KruskalWallis statistic with respect to non-uniform tool usage and transition probabilities. They show that nonuniform tool usage and transition probabilities will lead to the problem of unbalanced sample size, which leads Kruskal-Wallis statistic too conservative and gives an incorrect false-positive rate of TCA results. Alternative approximations of Wallace are investigated and shown to perform significantly better than Kruskal-Wallis statistic. Chien et al. (2007) apply the decision tree, a data mining technique, to solve the TCA problem. They propose a framework of decision-tree-based TCA and demonstrate how it works through a real case study. Unlike the previous TCA work with focus on the effects of individual tools, the decision-tree-based TCA aims at identifying the effects of tool interactions on product yield loss. Chen and Hong (2010) argue that decision tree will suffer the sample size depletion problem, which makes the TCA results unreliable. They clearly point out that a specific tool combination is usually the root cause of a yield loss event and is a special case of tool interaction. However, the correct tool combination as root cause may not be identified by the iterative construction of decision tree based on greedy search strategy. A comprehensive method to search for the tool combination that mostly significant to yield loss is then proposed by Chen and Hong (2010) . A major assumption of their method is that indi-vidual tools involved in the tool combination as root cause will be also significant to yield loss. Nevertheless, such an assumption may not hold in real cases.
This paper aims at further improving the performance of TCA on identifying a specific tool combination as the root cause of product yield loss. In specific, the method proposed in this paper does not need the assumption that individual tools involved in the tool combination as root cause will be also significant to yield loss.
3
TCA VIA GIBBS SAMPLER
Formulation of TCA Problem
The TCA problem is formulated as explaining the variation of end-of-line yield among a set of wafers with respect to their corresponding in-line tool usage information. Let 
C is a collection of situation of k wafers; a wafer with C k =1 means that it is processed by the combinational root cause and is expected to be with low yield. On the contrary, a wafer with C k = 0 will perform the normal yield. Therefore, the wafer yield can be characterized by two distributions
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Gibbs-Sampler-Based TCA
Instead of conducting exhausted search on the whole space of γ , the technique of Gibbs Sampler (Casella and George 1992 ) is applied to find the combinations of tool health indicators that explains the product yield loss with maximum joint probability in (3). The Gibbs Sampler is one type of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) stochastic search techniques. It conducts an indirect sampling approach to iteratively and statistically traverse the full solution space. The Gibbs Sampler is proved to be efficient in resembling the joint probability in high dimension space.
In each MCMC iteration, the drawing of a sample in Gibbs Sampler is based on the conditional distribution of a specific tool health indicator given that all the other tool health indicators are the same as the former MCMC iteration, which can be derived by Bayes rule as
where ( 
Note that the drawing of random samples of tool health indicator based on (4) is carried out many times and in two stages. The first stage is a warm-up period at the end of which it is assumed that the Gibbs Sampler has converged to the joint distribution of Pr( | , ) γ X y . The second stage is an estimation period and the set of tool health indicator γ simulated during this period with maximum frequency is identified as the optimal solution to (3) and (5).
The performance of Gibbs-Sampler-Based TCA highly depends on the setting of method parameters. In the method of Gibbs-Sampler-Based TCA, only the prior probability of tool health indicator, Pr( ) j J , needs to be pre-specified. Note that the main purpose of prior probability in Gibbs-Sampler-Based TCA is to calculate the conditional probability in (4) so that it can facilitate the MCMC simulation process. The setting of prior probability is not necessary to incorporate the domain knowledge. Therefore, in the real applications, it is assumed that no domain knowledge is involved, i.e. the prior probability of tool health indicator, Pr( ) j J , is set as 0.5. In this way, the calculation of conditional probability in (4) is just based on the likelihood function.
Gibbs Sampler Transition Mechanism
The procedure of Gibbs-Sampler-based TCA is to update j J sequentially for every j and to apply Baye's Rule in (4). Each of the J tool health indicators is sampled according to the full conditional distribution of j J given ( ) j γ , yield-loss event data y and tool usage data X . The transition of each j J from current value to future value is to take a draw from the conditional distribution, that is, the posterior probability. Hence, the posterior distribution of j J given ( ) j γ , X , y can be obtained through
based on (1), (2) and the posterior distribution (Bernoulli Distribution) for j th health indicator is obtained
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According to the posterior distribution, a uniform distribution random variable will be drawn to decide the transition of current health indicator. The procedure for Gibbs Sampler for each iteration is below. 
TRANSITION MECHANISM
Markov Chain Monte Carlo is a well-known stochastic search technique; however, there is no clear definition on state transition mechanism. Acceptance probability is proposed in most paper to determine the transition from state to state (
in this paper), but the definition is vague and non-intuitive. In this paper, we try to deal with the combinational root cause and confounding tool. Confounding tool is the tool with similar tool usage data as root cause; if drawing the transition random number from U(0, 1), there is half chance that confounding tool will be included in γ and receive higher frequency count for the reason that 
Problem of Random Variable (T) in Transition Mechanism
The intuitive idea is to draw the transition random number from U(0, 1) and successfully detect problematic tools under yield-loss event; however, some normal tools is detected to be problematic tool under no yield-loss event. To clarify to situation, the simulated under no yield-loss event is presented as follows. Figure 2 shows two facts that
j j J γ X y will be 0.5 under normal case and that permutation effect exists to produce extreme case; that is, yield data will be grouped and test significantly by chance. In order to observe whether the given uniform distribution ( U(0,threshold) ) will provide the lower false identification under no yield-loss event, a simulation is applied to test the detecting capability when the corresponding tool usage data is Root cause RootCause x without combinational effect given yield-loss event data y and shift size from 0 V to 4V . The simulation result is presented in table 1; the result shows the probability of detecting x as root cause with respect to y ; thus, the probability represents the Type I Error for non-yield-loss data (shift size = 0V ) and the Testing Power for yield-loss data (shift size z 0V ).
The Type I Error of setting 0.05 as threshold is 0.022; that is, there are 22 false identifications out of 1000 detections. The performance is better than setting 0.5 as threshold. If we expect further lower Type I Error and pick 0.01 as threshold, the testing power for RootCause x will be reduce to 0.109; that is, it become harder to include RootCause x under yield-loss event with smaller shift size. Hence, engineers might not set 0.01 as threshold owing to the consideration of small shift size. 
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The detecting power is close to 100% when the shift size of single problematic tool is 1.5 V . Compared to the 7 threshold candidate, 1, 0.5 and 0.1 are eliminated due to the higher Type I Error and 0.01 is rejected because of the lower testing power. Therefore, ideal setting is to draw the transition random number from U(0, 0.05) for all the 0 j J and from U(0,1) for at least a 1 j J .
SIMULATION CASE STUDY
Design of Simulation Cases and Evaluation Metrics
Without loss of generality, the yield loss event is defined as yield shift-down. In specific, the end-of-line yield data is modeled as the mixture of two normal distributions in (2). Therefore, a yield shift-down case is characterized by four parameters (C, J, K, S), where C is the combinational tool usage indicator C in (1) and controls the mixture of two normal distributions, J is the total number of tools involved in TCA, K is the total number of wafers involved in TCA, and S is the ratio of shift-down size to noise. Most literatures focus on study the TCA performance with respect to the last three parameters (J, K, S). To the authors' best knowledge, no study addresses the relationship between TCA performance and the combinational tool usage indicator C. However, the combinational tool usage indicator C performs three features that have high impacts on the identification rate of TCA.
(F1). Tool-related issue
Suppose the root cause of a yield loss event is characterized by the combinational tool usage indicator C. A confounding tool is a tool j not involved in the root cause, but with its tool usage indicator j x highly correlated to the combinational tool usage indicator C. Such a concept is implicitly introduced in McCray et al. (2005) by saying that non-uniform tool usage and transition probabilities can cause the subsets of wafers from different tools to have significant overlap, i.e. highly correlated. Note that the confounding tool may perform significant contributions to yield variation and be falsely identified as the root cause. Pure data driven inference methods cannot completely solve the confounding problem.
(F2). Wafer-related issue
Small proportion of low-yield wafers and incomplete combinational root cause condition will result in unbalanced sample size problem. Vries and Chandon (2007) study the impact of unbalanced sample size on TCA and propose to use Wallace approximation for nonparametric ANOVA applications. However, their study just focus on individual tools but not tool combinations. When the root cause of a yield loss event is a specific tool combination, the small proportion of low-yield wafers may result in poor performance of Greedy-Search-Oriented TCA. In Chen and Hong (2010) , it is claimed that the most significant tool combination may not be found by Greedy-Search-Oriented TCA because of incomplete combinational root cause condition. For example, suppose 1 2 u x x has the most significant combined effect. If good wafers passed part of the combinational root cause, 1 x and 2
x individually may not be the most significant factor. Therefore, 1 x and 2 x may never be identified by Greedy-Search-Oriented TCA. However, Chen and Hong (2010) did not explicitly state that the poor performance of Greedy-Search-Oriented TCA on identifying tool combinations is due to incomplete combinational root cause condition.
(F3). Yield-related issue:
Yield data can be divided into three parts -Low, Normal and High yield data which represent the wafer passing through ill, normal and golden tool respectively. The yield difference among Low, Normal and High yield reflect the effect of ill, normal and golden tool; in the large-scaled production line, the effect of tools is diverse, that is, difference among Low, Normal and High yield is diverse as well. Such phenomena affect the statistical testing power while the difference is small so that the significance of individual combination root cause will be reduced and be ignored. Here, we focus on the ill and normal tool effect in simulation case study.
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As a result, the characterization of a yield shift-down case is extended to six parameters (C, J, K, S, CC, CP) , where the new parameter CC is a tool usage indicator j x to denote if there is a confounding tool j which is not involved in the root cause but highly correlated with the combinational tool usage indicator C, and CL is another new parameter to denote the proportion of low yield wafers. With the six parameters defined above, four cases of simulation are designed to demonstrate the advantages of Gibbs-Sampler-Based TCA over Greedy-Search-Oriented TCA . Table 1 lists two cases with corresponding features and parameters. Note that in each of the four cases, the root cause of yield shiftdown is identically set as the combination of tool 1 and tool 2, i.e. the combinational tool usage indicator C is equal to 1 2 u x x . The implementation of Gibbs-Sampler-Based TCA adopts 8000 MCMC iterations for the estimation period. Furthermore, for each case in Table 1 , TCA will generate four evaluation metrics as follows.
-Frequency: count the tool health indicator γ simulated during the estimation period -Rank List: rank the specific tool health indicator γ according to the frequency. -Log Likelihood: the likelihood of the corresponding tool health indicator γ -P-value: ANOVA test of the yield grouping by combinational tool usage indicator C
Study of Confounding Effect in Case 1
As designed in Table 1 , the generation of confounding effect with tool 4 is by simulating a tool usage indicator 4 x highly correlated with 1 2 u x x . The model for generated 4 x is based on a random variable CF ~U (0, 1) and a threshold p, 0<p<1, so that
The results of case 1 by greedy-search-oriented TCA and Gibbs-Sampler-Based TCA are demonstrated in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. It can be found that the confounding factor 4 x will be falsely identified when applying the greedy-search-oriented TCA. Due to the fact that 4
x is highly correlated with the root cause 1 2 u x x , the greedy-search-oriented TCA will select 4 x simply because of its smallest p-value. But the smallest p-value doesn't mean 4
x is the root cause of the system. On the contrary, the Gibbs-Sampler-Based TCA will generate three candidates of tool combinations as potential root causes. Comparing among the three candidates of tool combinations in Table 3 , we can observe that 2 x simultaneously appears in the three candidates of tool combinations, while 1 x and 4 x compete for each other. So we can conclude 2 x is involved in the root cause while 1 x and 4 x may be confounded with each other. It demonstrates that Gibbs-Sampler-Based TCA not only highlights the root cause but is also capable of informing engineers the possible confounding effects. 
Study of The Effect Due to Small Proportion of Low-Yield Wafers in Case 2
The generation of small proportion of low-yield wafers is by manipulating the proportion of tool usages . involved in the root cause. Let 1 x and 2 x be the root causes of the combination effect. The generation of 1 x and 2 x is based on a random variable U ~U (0, 1) so that
, otherwise, when 1; , otherwise, when 0
Based on (7), there is small proportion of low-yield (both 1 x and 2 x equal to 1) when the threshold value, CP, is with a small value.The results of case 2 by greedy-search-oriented TCA and Gibbs-SamplerBased TCA are demonstrated in Tables 4 and 5 respectively. It can be observed that the greedy-searchoriented TCA algorithm will find wrong tool with insignificant p-value because of the small combination set (passing the specific steps/tools usage set sequentially) of the root cause. The phenomena of proportion of the low-yield wafers results in the insignificant of p-value when testing the root cause individually.
On the contrary, the Gibbs-Sampler-Based TCA successfully identifies the root cause. It is because the Gibbs-Sampler-Based TCA considers the various tools integrally rather than individually. In this case, the tools involved in root cause are individually insignificant but is significant when the tool combination is tested simultaneously. 
Real data characteristics and the algorithm initial setting
Gibbs-Sampler-Based TCA algorithm is validated through the following actual semiconductor manufacturing yield case. In this case, engineers suspect there are combination effects in the observed data. 
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The objective, in this case, is to detect tool combination on the circuit probe (CP) yield by the historical lot processing dataset. The observed dataset is provided the response of CP yield with processed tools categorical indicators (binary variables j x ); the dataset characteristic consists 252 binary variables j x and 61 lots with average CP yield 68.50% (range from 89.48% to 23.59%). According to the analysis result of Chen and Hong (2010) , the tree structure is shown in figure 5 . The most popular TCA such as CART, Greedy-Search-Oriented TCA algorithm and SERT algorithm are widely used but with hidden drawbacks while implementing. CART introduced by Breiman (Breiman et al. 1984) is not suitable to deal with combinational effect among the large-scale production line.
Greedy-Search-Oriented TCA algorithm is the most intuitive way to dispose combinational effect based on the assumption that tools in combinational root cause will be significant individually; however, one-factor-at-a-time analysis will lead the false identification when the idea is violated.
Although SERT algorithm successively solves combinational effect and improves the drawback of one-factor-at-a-time analysis by Benjamini Hochberg Procedure (Benjamini et al. 1995; Benjamini et al. 2001) , the performance will be affected by the setting candidate threshold and (F1), (F2) and (F3).
To implement and compare the performance among algorithms, the initial setting is below: S1. Gibbs-Sampler-Based TCA algorithm initial γ : all the health indicator γ are 0 ; initial Prior : the prior probability of health indicator are both 0.5 S2. Greedy-Search-Oriented TCA algorithm and CART SignificanceThreshold : the significance of initial j x must lower than 0.05.
S3. Sample-Efficient Regression Tree algorithm
CandidateThreshold : set the threshold of Benjamini Hochberg Procedure as 0.15.
Real Data Manipulation Method
The case 1 and 2 are created by adding additional wafer data to test the robustness of TCA. 22 wafer data are added in case 1 to create smaller shift size (27.11 to 12.55)between normal and ill tools. In case 2, 42 wafer data are added to obtain higher unbalance tool usage index (0.475 to 0.689). The unbalance tool usage index is defined as the number of passing part of root cause over the total number of wafers (e.g. unbalance tool usage index of case 1 = 29 / 61). For complexity aspect, CART identifies the most significant tool by go through all the tool one by one, so the number of statistical test is the total number of tool. For each suspected tool, Greedy Search & SERT attempt to improve the significance by adding additional tool. Thus, the complexity is increased with the number of suspected tool and the number of tool involving in the tool combination.
The pattern γ , in Gibbs sampler, is determined by comparing random sample with posterior probability. Once the pattern is root cause, it hard to change to another pattern when the significance of root cause is relatively large. Thus, the number of pattern become larger for the reason that the shift size is shrink from case 0 to 2. But the complexity of Gibbs sampler is relative small. With the increasing unbalance tool usage index, CART, Greedy Search and SERT algorithm are affected and induce the false identification. On the contrary, Gibbs sampler is more robust. The confounding tool cannot be highlighted by CART, Greedy search and SERT. However, the analysis result of Gibbs sampler highlights confounding tool among three cases in table 9.
Because of (F1), (F2) and (F3), ideal threshold setting is difficult. Once an inappropriate threshold is set such as significance threshold in CART, Greedy search and candidate threshold of Benjamini Hochberg Procedure in SERT, the analysis result will receive high false/miss identification rate. Gibbs sampler not only ease the effect of unbalance tool usage but also eliminate the requirement of threshold.
CONCLUSIONS
When the root cause of product yield loss is tool combination instead of a single tool, the greedy-searchoriented TCA algorithm usually results in both high false and high miss identification rates. Although SERT algorithm attempts to overcome the false and miss identification rate, confounding tool and incomplete combinational root cause condition will still affect performance. To cope with combinational effect, a new TCA algorithm based on Gibbs Sampler, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo stochastic search technique, is proposed. The preliminary study showed that Gibbs-sampler-based TCA is superior to the CART, greedy-search-oriented TCA algorithm and SERT algorithm in identifying the tool combination, especially when the incomplete combinational root cause condition occurs or there are other normal but confounding tools processing most of low-yield wafers. We will improve the robustness of Gibbs-samplerbased TCA by relaxing the normal distribution assumption in the near future. In semiconductor manufacturing with intensive cross-departmental cooperation, false identification of root cause will destroy the harmony in the organization because of result-based accountability; thus, false identification not only loses engineer's trust on TCA but also induces cross-departmental conflicts. Besides, yield improvement is important and urgent; miss identification will receive longer detection time and delay the process improvement opportunity. Gibbs-sampler-based TCA provides more robust analysis result and diminish the difficulty of setting threshold; hence, some difficulties of yield analysis in industrial practices is overcome efficiently. 
